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Performance!Nxt Release 12.7020 
 

Flowserve is pleased to announce the latest release of Performance!Nxt, the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features and enhancements implemented in this release. 
 
New Product: 
 
Valdisk TX3, Triple Offset Butterfly Valve 
Valdisk TX3, a new triple offset butterfly valve under Valtek brand, is added to 
Performance!Nxt. Users can size, select and price this rotary valve. The triple offset 
seat design reduces wear on sealing surface allowing the valve to maintain tight sealing 
even after high cycling. Compared to more traditional double offset valves, triple offset 
has tighter shut-off, achieving FCI 70-2 Class V. 
 
Following are major specifications of this product: 
 
Sizes: 3 inch to 24 inch (ANSI) 
Pressure Class: ANSI Class 150 to 600 
Body Style: Wafer, Lug, Double Flange 
Shutoff: API-598, Class IV, Class V and Class VI 
Actuators: Automax RG, Valtek VR, SuperNova 
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Issues resolved: 
 
18994: A user was unable to retain the fail open direction for Diaphragm actuator. This 
issue is fixed.  
 
17964: While creating a new valve from Sizing screen, if user specifies a tag number 
that already exists under the project, the user is prompted with a message box to 
continue or not.  
 
19244: All line items/records are set/defaulted to ‘selected’ state in the ‘Manage Frozen 
Line Items’ dialog. 
 
18360: Number of stages changed while sizing a Mark One/Mark 100 record with 
MegaStream retainer without any process conditions. The issue surfaced up when user 
changed the trim, navigated out of Sizing screen and came back to sizing screen. This 
issue is reolved. 
 
17937: Users are now able to search valves with ITP assignment by using the ITP 
description in Search/Sort tool.  
 
18232: A user reported that for VL actuator sub assembly, stroke length was not used in 
the thrust calculations. The specification screen was showing 2 inch stroke but the 
printed sizing detail was showing 1 inch stroke. This issue is resolved. 
 
18060: The Manufacturing remarks are enabled for Alliance Customer, Outside Sales 
Interim, Outside Sales Advance, Application Eng & Costing & Marketing. These remarks 
are independent of the price code activation. These remarks are disabled for Customers 
only. 
 
18837: A user reported that he was not able to do custom import of records. This issue 
is resolved. 
 
18730: It is now possible to specify the Price Type while changing the Specifications 
using the Alter Spec option. 
 
18997: Soft seat rule is updated for Kammer 335000. When soft seat is selected as 
"yes" Class VI should is the only option available. 
 
17771: The actuator orientation can now be selected from the Sizing screen.  
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18972: The rules are updated for Logix 520MD+ with Turnex actuators. The Positioner 
shaft is defaulted Linear-D-Shaft. 
 
19208: A user got syntax error while generating an xml report with report builder option. 
This issue is resolved. 
 
18779: T7 handwheel is available only with KP diaphragm P7 actuator size. It is rule 
blocked for all other sizes. 
 
19109: Issue of incorrect printout format of price breakout, dimensional drawing, detail 
information, deviation summary, Cv Table is resolved. 
 
18929: Hazardous Location drop-down is disabled when user selects "No Cert Reqd" 
check box. 
 
19203: While sizing a Megastream, noise was not calculated correctly by using the 
customized IEC noise calculation method. This issue is resolved. Another similar issue 
# 19238 is also resolved. 
 
19237: Issue of noise level mismatch for MegaStream Plate between old Performance! 
and Performance!Nxt is resolved. 
 
18977: For Valdisk record, there was an issue in estimated stroke units. The spec sheet 
was showing stroke in degrees but detailed calculation was showing stroke in % 
opening. This issue is resolved. 
 
19262: The MegaStream records were calculating very high noise levels. This issue is 
now resolved. 
 
17978: The Quantity Table check box is added to Print Menu dialog. With this option, 
users can print the quantity tag table at the end of the spec sheet.  
 
19182: A user was unable to import old Performance! records file to Performance!Nxt 
and was getting an error log. This issue is resolved. 
 
19083: The Select Destination check box is retained ‘selected’ as default while 
importing records. 
 
18020: Process Conditions 9 and 10 conditions are now available as driving conditions. 
Users need to set preferences to specify these conditions as driving. 
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18919: The order lock limitation has been removed from the records when parts list is 
exported.  
 
16330: Valdisk TX3, a new triple offset butterfly valve is added to Performance!Nxt. 
Users would be able to size, select and price this rotary control valve at BGL, PAV, 
BTR, COR, DPK, EDM, SQR, PHI, SPR, SIN, KNG, SUZ, PGE, ABH, KAO sites . 
 
19263: Valdisk TX3 is enabled for Cookville site. This valve is printed as Durco TX3 on 
reports.  
 
19023: Custom pipe over ride issues are resolved. These issues included custom pipe 
schedules entry with decimal values, negative wall thickness and retaining the wall 
thickness. 
 
0017870 For TMCBV records, the attributes Ball material, Ball coating, Seat, Seat Ring 
Materials, Seat Ring coating attributes are now shown on Valve Manager and Sizing 
screen. 
 
0018829: While updating manufacturing site using Update MFR Site, the ‘Blank’ is set 
as default site. 
 
0018952: The print format for Positioner Only products is corrected. Now, the values 
match with their labels on the spec sheet. 
 
0018933: User are now able to copy existing project information into new project from 
Valve Manager by using Tools -> Copy Project Data from Valve Manager. 
 

 

 

Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 
 
 
Disclaimer: Flowserve’s audit of Performance!Nxt Version 12.7020 determined that the resulting 
software output is consistent with industry standard calculations and Flowserve product design data. 
Flowserve welcomes reports of any error that might be discovered in the software and will promptly 
address each issue. 


